
NEWS FLASH:  Ugly truth of summer attire  
Our favorite warm weather footwear can be harmful to more than just 
the feet. 
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wearing high heels or sandals will not immediately affect 
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summer. However, these shoes are not conducive to gait and postural health.  
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as much as the leg swings forward. That results in a larger angle to the ankle and a 
shorter stride length."[1]    
This type of alteration to str
plantar fasciitis and unsightly bunions. It can also affect other aspects of our 
musculoskeletal system - the knees, hips, and overall posture. 
Flimsy sandals and less protective footwear might be nice on a
time goes on, your joints will undergo wear and tear from lack of support. 
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the day to protect the feet, provide stability, and to ensure proper posture.  
When walking in sandals, high heels, and other constricting footwear, the 
muscles and joints in our feet compensate for the lack of protection. 
The lack of heel and forefoot protection causes our feet to rotate inwa
inward rotation of the feet can have an immediate reaction to the knees and 
hips.  If sandals are frequently worn throughout the summer, our posture and
foot health can easily be affected. 
 
If
e let me know as the problem may be coming from your arch supports.  We do

make custom supports at a very reasonable price and the company that I use for the 
manufacture of the supports stands behind their products 100%.   


